Rendezvous with Rama

An enormous cylindrical object appears in
Earths solar system, hurtling toward the
sun. A ship is sent to explore the
mysterious craft-which the denizens of the
solar system name Rama-and what they
find is intriguing evidence of a civilization
far more advanced than ours. They find an
interior stretching over 50 kilometers; a
forbidding cylindrical sea; mysterious and
inaccessible buildings; and strange
machine-animal hybrids, or biots, that
inhabit the ship. But what they dont find is
an alien presence. So who-and where-are
the Ramans?
Often listed as one of
Clarkes finest novels, Rendezvous With
Rama has won both the Hugo and the
Nebula Awards. A fast-paced and
compelling story of an enigmatic encounter
with alien technology, Rendezvous With
Rama offers both answers and unsolved
mysteries that continue to fascinate readers
decades after its first publication.

Buy Rendezvous With Rama (S.F. Masterworks S.) by Sir Arthur C. Clarke (ISBN: 9780575077331) from Amazons
Book Store. Everyday low prices and free - 4 min - Uploaded by PronaoxHi everyone, heres a pseudo movie trailer
about the famous novel by Arthur C. Clarke Rama II is a science fiction novel by Gentry Lee and Arthur C. Clarke, first
published in 1989. It recounts humankinds further interaction with the Ramans, first introduced in Rendezvous with
Rama. - 3 min - Uploaded by Steve DowdyBased on the novel by Arthur C. Clarke. Animation and Rendering in
Lightwave, compositing in Editorial Reviews. Review. An all-time science fiction classic, Rendezvous with Rama is
also one of Clarkes best novels--it won the Campbell,Adventure Rendezvous with Rama . on the heels of 2001: A Space
Odessey, Rendezvous With Rama is widely regarded as one of Clarkes best works, Inspired by Arthur C. Clarkes
Rendezvous with Rama and based on an illustration by Andre Freitas, the CGI artists at Lightfarm Studios
createdRendezvous with Rama has 110420 ratings and 3138 reviews. Patrick said: Its odd to think that this book was
published 40 years ago. I dont know why t - 10 min - Uploaded by Tony C SmithI talk about Arthur C. Clarkes classic sf
book Rendezvous with Rama. This has to be one of Rendezvous with Rama is an interactive fiction computer game
with graphics published by Telarium (formerly known as Trillium), a subsidiary of Spinnaker This is perhaps what I
love the most about Rendezvous with Rama: most of the peril that the crew faces on board the titanic space vessel is the
- 2 min - Uploaded by HitFixMorgan Freeman reveals his plans to film the genre piece Rendezvous with
RamaRendezvous with Rama is a Science Fiction novel by Arthur C. Clarke, in which a giant asteroid comes shooting
through the Solar System, circa 2131 AD. By the Morgan Freeman is looking to produce a film version of Arthur C.
Clarkes Rendezvous With Rama, and we talked to him about why hes
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